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n     Gold prices rose slightly today, after easing in the previous session, as the
dollar held steady after marking a fresh 2018 peak. Whereas gold prices slipped
yesterday, snapping three days of gains as the U.S dollar index strengthened
after last week's soft U.S jobs data did little to dampen optimism about the
world's largest economy.

n    The dollar in the immediate term is overbought and gold is oversold today. Gold needs
to recapture $1,322 to increase. Spot gold rose 0.1 percent to $1,315.24 per
ounce. U.S gold futures for June delivery were up 0.1 percent at $1,315.80 per
ounce

.

n The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six major
currencies, was little changed at 92.697 after hitting its best since December
at 92.974 yesterday.

n Investors betting that U.S Federal Reserve would proceed with lifting interest
rates this year. Higher rates typically weigh on gold, as they increase the
opportunity cost of holding non-yielding assets such as bullion.

n The dollar's strength, driven by a less hawkish European Central Bank and a
disparity in bond yields (between the United States and Europe), has kept gold
lower.

n Investors are cutting their net long positions on Comex gold contracts to the
lowest since July 2017 with a "massive reduction" in the last few trading weeks.
The continual increase in the gold price has kept bargain hunters on the sideline.

n The yellow metal has displayed a modicum of resilience over the last several
sessions, holding last week�s low at 1,300.67, even as the dollar index set new
4-month highs. Hedge funds and money managers have trimmed their long
position and if this trend continues, it is likely that it may see the gold price
breaking below.

Gold markets have initially falling yesterday, reaching

down towards the $1310 level, an area that has been

both support and resistance as of late. The market

bouncing from here means that it will probably go to

the $1320 level. The $1300 level underneath should

be massive support, as not only is it a large, round,

psychologically significant figure, but it is also the

scene of a major uptrend line. It would like gold longer-

term, but there are a lot of moving pieces to deal with,

not the least of which is going to be the US dollar

strengthening which puts negative pressure on this

market, but it also has a lot of geopolitical concerns

that can push this market higher. There is the possibility

of both gold and US dollar strength. This was what it

had seen during most of the 1980s. It is a secondary

indication of where we are going, and nothing more.

The market will eventually go to the $1350 level above.
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n Gold in 2018 will deliver its strongest annual price

performance in five years

n Dollar strength has been the most persistent
headwind for gold in recent weeks

n Gold finished with a modest loss yesterday as

the dollar touched its highest level in months and

financial markets reckon with a surge in oil prices

n The improving sentiment over the economic

outlook, particularly in the United States, have

investors less interested in gold

n The U.S dollar index hit a 2018 peak against a

commodity basket after U.S jobs and wages data
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n Oil prices eased today from 3-1/2-year highs hit on worries the United States
may be set to pull out of a key nuclear accord with Iran, while robust tech sector
gains in Asia helped support world stocks.

n Oil prices retreated from three-and-a-half-year highs today as investors waited
on an announcement by President Donald Trump on whether the United States

will reimpose sanctions on Iran. Oil prices are likely near the top, especially if

the sanctions are not reinstated.

n As benchmark oil prices touched $70 a barrel, Federal Reserve officials
yesterday said that rising U.S inflation and wage pressures are not enough yet
to prompt a change in the central bank's rate outlook.

n Brent futures nevertheless eased 0.8 percent after hitting new highs above
$75 a barrel and MSCI�s world equity index inched a touch higher after two
days of gains and having touched one-week highs in the previous session.

n Oil prices have risen to levels not seen in 3 ½ years, reflecting a steady, albeit
volatile, ascent to a fresh peak, after a global glut of crude sent energy markets
into a tailspin in 2014. The broader market had been enjoying a bump from
energy-related companies, which rallied as crude-oil prices hit multiyear peaks.

n The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries� efforts since the start
of last year to curb global production have had the biggest influence on crude
values, along with growing demand for oil and Venezuela�s output woes.

n OPEC and other major oil producers, including Russia, agreed to cut crude

production by roughly 1.8 million barrels a day from late 2016 levels in an effort

to eliminate a longstanding glut of global supplies.

The WTI Crude oil markets broke above the $70 level,

which has been a resistance barrier as of late. Now

that it has cleared that area, it�s likely that it should

continue to go higher, and the $70 level should be

supportive. The support runs down to the $69 level,

so it�s not until it break down below there that would

be concerned about any move higher. There are plenty

of support levels underneath to keep this market going

higher, despite the fact that the US dollar has been

strengthening as of late. That in and of itself is rather

impressive. Brent markets have smashed through the

$75 level rather impressively, and it now looks as if it

will probably break above the $76 level. The $75 level

underneath should be supportive, and there is support

underneath there as well, especially considering there

is such a large gap down to the $74 level from several

days ago.

n Oil ended higher after Trump indicated that a

decision was imminent on whether the U.S would

decertify a 2015 Iran nuclear pact

n Higher economic growth has led to higher oil

consumption

n A large part of the reason the output curbs have

had such a sizable impact on global inventories

has been growing demand for oil

n OPEC member Iran may be the primary reason

for the oil�s climb

n Oil prices could jump by as much as $10 a barrel

if sanctions are reintroduced
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n Silver prices were weaker yesterday. A higher U.S dollar index that scored
another four-month high overnight continues to cast a bearish shadow over
the precious metals markets.

n World stock markets were mostly firmer overnight. U.S stock indexes are
pointed toward modestly higher openings when the New York day session
begins. A lack of risk aversion in the world marketplace is also a bearish element
for the safe-haven silver markets.

n Silver prices steadied on Asian trade after losing its chances of climbing
following yesterday's dip, as Asian stock indices rebounded, hurting demand
on safe havens such as silver.

n Dollar kept rising against a basket of major rivals, hitting a new four-month
high and heaping pressure on dollar-denominated futures such as silver.
Recovery in Asian stocks came as markets await the US decision on the Iran
nuclear deal.

n The Dollar has gained and silver declined amid evidence in speeches from
select Fed officials that they�re open-minded to more aggressive interest-rate
action even if the official line at the central bank is for a slow approach to
reversing easy-money policy.

n Precious metals should recover some since the Federal Open Market Committee
once again signaled a willingness to let inflation overshoot, suggesting that
officials are not in a hurry to restrict monetary policy.

n Rising U.S Treasury yields and broadly solid economic data have boosted the
dollar in recent weeks, underlining expectations for a steady pace of interest
rate increases by the Federal Reserve this year. Expectations for a faster pace
of rate hikes tend to be bearish for silver, which struggles to compete with yield
bearing assets when interest rates rise.

Silver markets  pulled back a bit yesterday, reaching

down towards the $16.40 level. The $16.50 level is

an area that is important, as it has been both support

and resistance in the past. Pay attention to the US

dollar, because it has a major influence on where

precious metals go. Recently, it has seen a lot of US

dollar strength, so that has been very difficult on silver

and gold buyers. If it break above the $16.60 level,

the market then goes to the $16.70. The short-term

pullbacks continue to be buying opportunities over the

longer term, but the $16 level underneath is massive

support. There are plenty of short-term buying

opportunities that will present themselves. Silver

markets are notoriously volatile. if it can break above

the $17 level, that would be an extraordinarily strong

sign, but we will need to see some dollar weakness

to facilitate that move in my estimation.

n Silver prices edged lower today as strength in the
dollar continued to act as a headwind for the
precious metal

n Silver specs reduced positioning, liquidating longs

and adding new shorts as a resurgent U.S dollar

drove the precious-complex lower

n A stronger Dollar tends to hurt demand for silver

and other dollar-denominated commodities

n July Comex silver was last down $0.079 at $16.44

an ounce

n Disappointing U.S employment could further

convince more specs to re-enter
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